EXPLORE THE EVOLUTION OF CAREERS IN SAGE REFERENCE’S UNPRECEDENTED, NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Thousand Oaks, CA and London, UK, and New Delhi, India (May 5, 2006) – Global and online business is steadily on the rise, resulting in a rapidly evolving modern career culture. The world is witnessing not only sweeping changes in the way we view employment, but also dramatic shifts in the meaning of career success.

SAGE Reference’s premier new two-volume reference tool, The Encyclopedia of Career Development provides a thorough treatment of recent and emerging career trends. Written by renowned researchers, scholars, and practitioners, the 400+ concise, jargon free, A-to-Z entries reflect the most current thinking and research in this dynamic and constantly-evolving field.

Examining significant terms, concepts, theories and practices, the multidisciplinary The Encyclopedia of Career Development represents a broad range of perspectives on career development issues, from the psychological and educational to the sociological and cultural. Many pertinent career-related topics are covered, such as:

- organizational and individual trends
- human resource management
- career development initiatives
- decision-making
- assessment strategies
- legislative and regulatory mandates
- professional associations

All academic and public libraries, as well as corporations and career centers, will be sure to add SAGE’s unique The Encyclopedia of Career Development to their collections.

Co-editor Jeffrey H. Greenhaus is Professor and William A. Mackie Chair in the Department of Management at Drexel University’s LeBow College of Business.
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